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FOOD AND NUTRITION

GRADE 11

WK 3

Mrs Bungshee TIMEPLANWorksheet

Prepare, cook and serve five different skillful dishes, each showing the use of one of the

following pieces of equipment:

A pressure cooker, a cake tin, a frying pan, a sieve, a wooden spoon

Choice of dishes:

a pressure cooker: Caramel custard

a cake tin : Pineapple upside down with custard pudding

a frying pan : Fried rice

a seive: Mushroom pizza

a wooden spoon: Vegetablegratin

You are going to write the quantity of the ingredients for all the dishes as per your time plan

sheet.

Starting Time: 9.00 am

End time: 11.30 am
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Time Order of work Specific points

9.00-9.05 Ccustard: Prepare _____________ by heating

sugar on low heat until __________________

occur.

9.05-9.15 Ccustard: Prepare mixture by _______________

method and ___________________ in

_________________ for _________mins.

Remove at

__________________.

Preheat oven for PUD at

_______________

Middle shelf

9.15-9.9.25 PUD: Prepare mixture by

_____________________________method until

a ____________________is formed. Pour in

prepared tin (with sugar & pineapple) and bake

for _________mins.

Remove at

___________________

9.25-9.35 Pizza: Prepare yeast dough. Add warm ________,

yeast & ______________.Knead & leave to

__________________ for _____________mins

In a warm place covered with a

damp cloth.

Remove at ______________

9.35-9.45 1st ___________________________

9.45-9.55 Frice: Put rice to boil for _____________mins.

Prepare vegetables by

___________________________________.

Remove at

__________________

9.55-10.05 Vaugratin: Peel, cut vegetables and boil for

___________mins in __________________.

Remove at

__________________

10.05-10.15 Pizza: Prepare filling by top&

________,___________& chop.

10.15-10.25 2nd __________________________ Preheat oven for

__________________ at

___________

10.25-10.35 Pizza: Roll out yeast dough add _____________

and _________________for __________mins.

Remove at

_________________.

10.35-10.45 Vaugratin: Prepare cheese __________by

_______________method until it _________back

of _________________.

Remove at _______________
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10.45-10.55 Frice: Marinate chicken and

___________________.

10.55-11.05 CustardS: Prepare mixture by

________________method until the mixture is

_____________________.

11.05-11.10 Frice: Stir _______ vegetables, add all ingredients

and ___________________ well.

11.10-11.20 Vaugratin: Coat mashed __________ with

__________________ , _________________and

grill for ___________mins.

Remove at

_________________

11.20-11.25 Serve:

i) Caramel Custard (cold) on a

______________plate decorated

with____________.

ii) PUD on a __________________ plate over

___________ paper decorated

with______________.Custard sauce in a

__________________.

iii) Pizza over _________ plate over a bed of

_______________.

iv) Fried rice in a serving _______________ plate

garnish with ______________.

v) Vaugratin(hot) in ________________dish

_____________ with _________________.

Switch off oven

11.25-11.30 3rd __________________________________.

Shopping list to be completed as per timeplan sheet given.


